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Background



Limitation of current batch runtime

 High contention around batch table (improved slightly by batch contention reduction feature)

 No way to prioritize batch jobs

 Batch servers are not evenly utilized, it was more ‘admin’ driven setup to organize batch 

groups and assign batch servers.

 No way to reserve capacity exclusively for certain business critical batch jobs

 Runtime is tightly-coupled with underlying infrastructure, as a result

 Near Zero Down Time (nZDT) servicing: can’t do

 Elastic compute: Can’t add/remove compute nodes on-demand

https://msdyneng.visualstudio.com/FinOps/_workitems/edit/351995


Overview



What is Priority Based Scheduling

 No need to assign batch servers to batch groups anymore.

 Priority Based Scheduling allows to define priorities for batch groups

 Additional ability to override the priority for specific batch jobs on top of batch groups

 Provides an ability to align business processes with their priorities, more business-driven 
decision making

 The available values for the scheduling priority are Low, Normal, High, Critical, and Reserved.

 The polling logic takes into consideration the priorities and identifies the next task to be run on 
one of the available batch servers. This allows to eliminate the tight coupling between the batch 
group and physical infrastructure giving the below key benefits

 A non-available server results in less tasks being picked but the job will not be entirely blocked.

 This makes it possible to have nZDT servicing.



Advantages
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How does it work?

Low (5%)

Normal (10%)

High (15%)

Critical (30%)

Reserved Capacity (40%) + 

Dedicated X threads

• 5 Tables queues created for each priority label

• Each priority queues is assigned to priority weight by 

scheduler

• Poller runs on each AOS to pick up task from each priority

• Example there are 100 tasks ready for execution from each 

queue , Poller will pick up 40 tasks from reserved capacity, 30 

tasks from critical, 15 from high, 10 from normal and 5 from 

lower priority over a period



How does it work?



Batch reserved capacity level

 You can setup reserved capacity level to 

use batch jobs that have Reserved 

capacity priority

High reserved capacity 

(25%)

Medium reserved 

capacity (15%)

Low reserved capacity 

(10%)

No reserved capacity 

(default)



Pre-requisites



Pre-requisites for PBS

 Batch contention reduction feature must be enabled (This feature is by 

default enabled from 10.0.0.23/PU47 onwards).

 BatchJobEnhanced form is used by default (no more “Switch to 

Legacy” button).

 All existing batch groups are assigned ‘Normal’ priority when you 

turn-on this feature. 



Demo





Best Practices



Best practices 

 Do not assign same priority to all batch jobs like all jobs being High or Critical.

 Do not schedule same priority jobs to run at same time example all Normal once are scheduled 
in morning, High in afternoon, Critical in evening and Low at night.

 Reserved queue when used with Reserved Capacity will give the experience as having dedicated 
resources for a batch job.

 It is recommended to keep number of threads same across the batch servers to eliminate 
performance issues

 Priorities are not used to stack rank tasks against each other, instead they determine the 
probability with which a task will be picked for execution.

 Batch tasks should implement BatchRetryable interface to avoid issues with SQL transient 
errors. Retry the batch job task when transient SQL Server errors occur

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/sysadmin/retryable-batch#retry-the-batch-job-task-when-transient-sql-server-errors-occur


Timeline 

GA with 10.0.0.25 

(April 1)

This feature will be 

enabled by default 

for all new instances 

with version 10.0.0.28 

(July 29)

This feature will be 

enabled by default 

for all existing 

instances with version 

10.0.0.29 (Sep 30)



Call to action

• Identify the priorities of the currently running batch 
jobs. Identify

• Turn on the required flags including Priority Based 
Scheduling (this will change all jobs in priority- based 
model with default status as Normal priority)Turn on

• Selectively update the priorities for jobs which are not 
Normal Priority (Reserved, Critical, High, Low). Update

• Apply Reserved Capacity, if there is a need to dedicate 
capacity for some jobs beyond the priority.Apply

• Work with your team to adopt PBS

• It’s required for customers to have 

nZDT servicing experience

• In case of any issues/feedback with 

PBS, please reach out 

yammer/Microsoft Support

https://www.yammer.com/dynamicsaxfeedbackprograms/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=29605519360


Thank you


